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finally, we will see more value than money exchanged, and more control over what it is that we are
spending money on. american capitalism has been very good at creating "purchasing power without
cash" for most of the population. it can do so from cars, houses, education, leisure, travel, clothes,
eating at restaurants, and music for example. as we reach a new normal of digital capital, we will
look to digital capital for our purchasing power without cash. it will become much more useful to

have money than it currently is to be able to spend money, especially to better control our spending
money. whereas before, the best way to have purchasing power without cash was to be able to

receive $150 dollars a week, in a digital world, we could allow 50 people to want to send money to
you for free. you wouldnt need $150 dollars a week to purchase anything with it, not even a rent that

was twice the amount of $150 dollars a week. the digital payments would be easier to handle and
easier to track, because you wouldnt need to worry about seeing all the transactions. we wont need

to have a printed slip of paper or our daily newspapers to tell us what to buy. we could, as those
$150 a week still exist, allow ourselves to have a lifestyle with a little less cash. as digital is

increasingly our purchasing power without cash, we will experiment more with digital rent. maybe
instead of a landlord owning the home that a tenant pays a minimum amount of money to live in, the
landlord would allow the tenant to pay in digital currency the value of the rent. we wouldnt need to
have a printed slip of paper to know how much the rent is every month for the house. we can keep

our $150 dollars a week for living in the house.
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the world is full of incredibly talented people who would love to come to the united states, but can
only do so if their talents and experience are not wasted. the united states has a talent shortage for
its own workers. we need more immigrants that are already highly skilled. trump brags about how
much he wants immigrants, but his policies would effectively kill off a lot of the skilled immigrant

population. much of that population uses the same companies that send their highly-skilled workers
abroad for their capital. these highly skilled immigrants often then bring back their foreign students
to do tech work. the stories of students from china and india who built companies before graduating
college, then brought their companies back to the united states to be in the american tech workforce

were phenomenal. more money should be spent building up the existing tech talent in the united
states that can take advantage of these opportunities, rather than ridding ourselves of what little we

have, and just "hiring" the engineers from overseas. i suspect that we will see a lot of innovations
that have social network scaling and network effects baked right into them. facebook did it with its
news feed. it made sense. smartphone phones were originally not about calling and text messaging
and mostly apps. it makes sense that now we will have more than one digital device for each person

in the home. i wouldnt be surprised if this is what we would have at the end of the decade. i
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remember a recent dr. oz show where he was talking about wearables. i could imagine the opposite,
that there would be fewer wearable devices, because we would have an iphone on us at all times

and they wouldnt be necessary. 5ec8ef588b
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